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One day program in Paris 

Morning: High-jewelry made-to-mesure experience at Place Vendôme 

Lunch: Private visit of the Maison Baccarat including exclusive experiences  
& lunch in the restaurant Cristal Room  

Afternoon: La Cornue private cooking classes 

Dinner: Michelin stars gastronomy including exclusive experiences in Private Hôtel Dillon 



Live a unique experience in the international cradle of jewellery 
by discovering the singular universe of Lorenz Bäumer during a 

private breakfast in Place Vendôme. 

High-jewelry made-to-mesure 
experience at Place Vendôme

Charlène’s Tiara, Princess of Monaco, made by Lorenz Bäumer

Spotted by the biggest houses, Lorenz Bäumer accepts the crazy bet of 
Chanel who asks him to develop jewelry for his Couture House. He will 

ensure for 20 years the artistic direction of the jewelry, and imposes 
himself successfully. His creations quickly became classics of the House 

of Chanel: Ultra, Camélia, Coco and Matelassée… 

  
In 2007, LVMH entrusted him with the launch of Louis Vuitton jewelry. 

Hailed by his peers with his first collection “l'Ame du Voyage”, he 
reinterpreted the codes of travel for the Maison Vuitton for 10 years. 

In 2010, the designer was selected by the Royal 
Family of Monaco to create the jewel for the 

wedding of Princess Charlène Wittsock and Prince 
Albert II. He created the famous “Diamond Ecume” 

tiara for her. 



This extraordinary residence was the private mansion of Marie-Laure de 
Noailles. The famous socialite, patron of the arts invited her friends, 

renowned writers, painters and photographers of the XX century.  
For the past 18 years, this is where Baccarat welcomes its prestigious 

clients and guests. From the legendary pieces showcased in the museum to 
the timeless creations in the concept store and the beautiful tables set up at 

the restaurant Cristal Room, the Baccarat’s unique experience is at the heart 
of the emblematic Parisian venue, entirely dedicated to the glamorous 

lifestyle of the brand.  

Private visit of the Maison Baccarat 
including exclusive experiences & 

lunch in the restaurant Cristal Room. 

Enjoy a private visit of the Maison Baccarat in Paris guided in exclusivity by the 
Heritage Director of the brand, an exclusive experience with Baccarat ‘s iconic 

pieces and delight yourself in the sumptuous décor of the restaurant Cristal Room  



La Cornue celebrates both the art and the science of cooking. 
 

 Whether you're preparing a simple weekday meal or a multi-course dining, 
this class will show you tradition and savoir-faire of the French cooking 

range La Cornue 

La Cornue private cooking classes 



This two Michelin star restaurant is located in Paris in a superb 19th century private 
mansion "The Hôtel Dillon". This home is owned by H.R.H. Prince Robert  of 

Luxembourg who has transposed into his "lived-in" hôtel particulier, the atmosphere 
and universe of its Bordeaux wine-producing chateaux of Haut-Brion. 

Chef Christophe Pelé's cooking brings a special "twist" to the Prince's family 
philosophy "cultivate tradition while constantly innovating" that is also applied to Le 
Clarence.  This townhouse pays tribute to the French Art of Living in all its splendour. 

Christophe Pelé is a member of Imerse Advisory Committee. 

Michelin stars gastronomy including exclusive 
experiences in Private Hôtel Dillon 

Wine tasting from the personal cellar of the Prince  
Private visit of the Prince private mansion 

Haute Cuisine dinner 



Articles written by Christian Razel and published  
on Forbes France (French) and on Promoting-french-art-de-vivre by Imerse.luxury  (English) 

Le Clarence Paris 

Maison Baccarat 

Lorenz Bäumer 

La Cornue 

Learn more about our luxury partners

As a contributor to Forbes France, IMERSE conducts exclusive interviews with French leaders and entrepreneurs in the field of the art de vivre.
We write about their luxury brands, their heritage, their brand development, their business activities, and their unique savoir-faire.

https://www.forbes.fr/?s=razel
https://www.imerse.luxury/promoting-french-art-de-vivre
https://www.imerse.luxury/promoting-the-french-art-de-vivre/articles/the-clarence-french-art-de-vivre-in-all-its-glory
https://www.imerse.luxury/promoting-the-french-art-de-vivre/articles/how-the-luxury-brand-baccarat-turned-things-around-it-goes-beyond-a-piece-of-crystalware
https://www.imerse.luxury/promoting-the-french-art-de-vivre/articles/lorenz-baumer-the-little-prince-of-high-jewelry-creates-masterpieces-that-say-i-love-you
https://www.forbes.fr/luxe/la-cornue-tout-feu-tout-flamme-avec-son-fourneau-chateau-street-art/


Contact us  

Christian Razel 
razel@imerse.luxury 

Té: + 33 6 80 03 97 25 (Paris time) 

https://www.imerse.luxury 

Exclusive experience designed by Imerse  
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